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Competency Overview

Vocabulary

90.00 %

Grammar

55.67 %

Comprehension

46.29 %

Pronunciation

56.08 %
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Scores in %

Vocabulary - Expert

90%

Tejas may have a good ability to understand common everyday words and phrases, that s/he may
use in regular interaction. Tejas may also indulge in using a wide range of vocabulary to
communicate clearly. S/He may never struggle for the choice of right words to express effectively
while conveying any information or solution to others.

Grammar - Trainable

55.67%

Tejas may be able to form standard English sentences with satisfactorily correct grammatical
structure. However, there may be inconsistency in her/his English sentence composition ability.
Tejas may exhibit small errors regarding usage of tenses & punctuation and may lack con idence
in usage of tenses in some situations.

Comprehension - Trainable

46.29%

Tejas may partly understand the query but may not carefully listen or concentrate on the written
or spoken information. S/He may understand the context of the spoken or written words but
sometimes, s/he may take time to correctly associate with given content and compose her/his2 of 5
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reply accordingly.

Pronunciation - Trainable

56.08%

Tejas may be able to form standard English sentences with satisfactorily correct grammatical
structure. However, there may be inconsistency in her/his English sentence composition ability.
Tejas may exhibit small errors regarding usage of tenses & punctuation and may lack con idence
in usage of tenses in some situations.
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Section Detailed Report
Vocabulary

0.00 %

99.00 %

Free Speech
56.00 %

Pronunciation
34.00 %

Read a Passage!

61.00 %

Solve to Resolve!

81.00 %

Written Comprehension
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Absolute Benchmark Absolute Percentage Score Absolute Result

Vocabulary

20

0.00

Fail

Free Speech

50

99.41

Pass

Pronunciation

70

56.08

Fail

Read a Passage!

60

34.47

Fail

Solve to Resolve!

60

60.92

Pass

Written Comprehension

20

81

Pass
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APPENDIX
GRAMMAR
Grammar assesses the candidate's ability
to construct a sentence with accurate
grammatical rules.

VOCABULARY
Vocabulary assesses the candidate's
knowledge of English words as well as
her/his ability to understand the
meaning and usage of words in the given
context.

COMPREHENSION
Context assesses the ability of an
individual to accurately comprehend and
understand the content to offer the
further information or solution.

FLUENCY
Fluency assesses an individual's pace and
clarity while communicating with others.

Disclaimer:
PMaps is involved in psychometric assessments and is capable of, on a best effort basis designing a test as per its client’s requirements and
making a suggestion or giving an opinion on the suitability of a candidate for a particular job role based on the evaluation and interpretation of
the candidate’s test results. The same applies to the report on the candidate’s psychometric pro ile, the report is an opinion on the candidate’s
personality. PMaps makes no warranty or representation with respect to the accuracy of its opinion, suggestion or the pro ile report. Client will
use PMaps opinion and suggestion as an input in its recruitment process, but PMaps will not be held liable for any decision that client takes
based on the suggestions, opinions or the pro ile report given by PMaps. Client indemni ies PMaps from any liability that can arise on account of
utilizing PMaps services and holds PMaps harmless without limitation, against any losses, claims, costs, damages or liabilities suffered by PMaps
arising out of or in connection with providing its services to client. This indemni ication extends to PMaps, its af iliates, respective directors,
officers and employees.
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